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topics 
• Overview eSciDoc-based solutions 
• Approach to solutions
• Participation concept in the MPS
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Overview current solutions
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Solution „Publication Management (PubMan)”
• Management, dissemination, long-term archiving of 
publication data of a research organisation
– Formal/informal publications, grey literature, 
supplementary material
• Flexible configurations for editing, managing and re-purposing 
of data 
• Institutional repository
– Tool for Open Access
– Instrument for scientists and librarians
• Participation MPS
– 4 Early Adopter MPIs
– Pilots (around 8 MPIs, all sections) 
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Current release: http://escidoc4.escidoc.mpg.de:8888/pubman/
Overview on current features:
http://colab.mpdl.mpg.de/mediawiki/PubMan_About
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PubMan - Easy Submission
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PubMan – Easy Submission
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Easy Submission – Fetch MD/upload BibTex
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PubMan search results - export‏
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PubMan – Item view
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PubMan - View revisions
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PubMan - view release history
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PubMan – view item log
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PubMan – view item statistics
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Search and Output service
https://escidoc3.escidoc.mpg.de/pubman/search/SearchAndOutput_info.jsp
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Search&Output example
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Solution “FACES”
• Publishing and managing a collection of images with 
corresponding metadata and attributes
– Creation of subsets, sharing of subsets, history
– Browsing/Searching
– Viewing environment
– Extension of collection
• With new images
• With additional metadata/attributes
• Partner: MPI for Human Development
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Solution “FACES” - Status




– Display of details
– Content models for FACES Objects
• Overview
– http://colab.mpdl.mpg.de/mediawiki/Faces
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FACES
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FACES - Search
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FACES – Search results
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Solution “Virtueller Raum Reichsrecht (VIRR)”
• Publishing a collection of scanned textual 
resources
– Structural navigation through scanned book pages
– Enrichment with transcriptions and annotations
– Search and browse for subject-specific aspects
– Viewing environment
• Partner: MPI for European History of Law 
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Solution “Virtueller Raum Reichsrecht (VIRR)”
• Current Release R1 (April 2008)
http://faces1.mpdl.mpg.de:8080/virr_presentation/
• Current features
– Browse Multivolume works and its structural parts
– Display scans (details, sequence) and related 
metadata 
– Content models for VIRR Objects
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Solution VIRR
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VIRR – Browsing collection
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VIRR – Detailed view
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Upcoming interests
• Collection of juristic and judicial publications 
– Specific metadata, publication types
• Metadata registry for  experimental data
– Tracking of lifecycle/status of data
– Descriptive Metadata for projects and objects
• Special indexing and retrieval for linguistic publications
• Advanced Photo Handling
• Publishing of digitised journals 
– Branding, special entry points
• Control of named entities (persons, organizational units) 
• => Overall Requirements
– Long Term Archiving and Preservation Requirements
– For data, for services, for solutions
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Solution strategy
• Close and ongoing contacts to MPIs to identify and address specific 
needs (participation concept) 
– Collections/solutions with high relevance for research
• Overall technical and conceptual enhancements in parallel
– Initial focus: “Publishing” and “Image Data”
– User-focused working environments
– Data reliability
– LTA/digital curation aspects
• Foster knowledge and know-how to adress future requirements 
faster
– re-use and extend existing components/services
– Improve internal processes
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Timeline








Closed Project “Test Drive” Community Project
Evolving 
community process
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Participation Concept in the MPS  
• Aim
– Keep development close to researcher needs
– Agile and quick feedback/change request loops
– Find local multipliers  at institute
• Target Groups
– MPS institutes (scientists, Library, IT)
• Involvement
– Shaping release plans according to needs
– Testing, feedback, evaluations (features, GUI)
– First productive users
• Organisation/Tools
– Early Adopters/Partners (vital interest, commitment institute)
– Pilot group (interest, library know-how)
– Periodical workshops, Usability interviews
– CoLab, Mailinglists, Blog (planned)
Questions? 
tschida@mpdl.mpg.de
